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Hi there, I'm Jodie!

I have worked in the early childhood and community services
profession for over 35 years so I know what it's like to be in the trenches
without the support , time and step by step guidance you need. As busy
(& underpaid!) educators we don't have time for difficult to understand
jargon or lengthy theoretical debates - you just want to meet
requirements while still having the time to do what you do best...
supporting and extending the unique learning journey of every child in
your care as they grow and discover in these very important early years.

And that is exactly why I like to do things a little bit differently to
support educators just like you - I don't believe that professional
development and the tools we use to do our jobs well need to be
complicated, out of our budget or judgmental. I believe every adult
learns differently and at a different pace and that's ok. There is nothing
wrong with going back to basics & embracing simple...so welcome to our
Empowered Ed Community... let's do this together!

A Little About Me
I enjoy supporting early childhood 
educators around the world through 
my training sessions, blog posts, digital 
resources and private educator 
Member Hub to feel more confident 
in their role no matter their level of 
experience or the area of early 
learning they are currently working in!

WELCOME TO 
YOUR EMPOWERED 

ED COMMUNITY!
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Super Sensory Playdough Ideas

Play Based Learning with Playdough

You can add colour or leave it plain, add different tools for children to find new ways of using
and introduce other sensory materials including those from nature to take the play in a
different direction.

I use playdough with my own twins and also with my family day care children and love to
encourage others to think
outside the box and offer more
than just a lump of playdough
with the same cookie cutters
each time. You will find the
children remain engaged with
the activity for a lot longer and it
will provide many opportunities
for you to do a little intentional
teaching while they are having
fun.

Today I am sharing just a few of
the ways we like to use our
playdough. I always make my
own. You can find my microwave
recipe here or I particularly like
this uncooked version from The
Imagination Tree. Both are quick
and easy to make and don’t have
that awful smell that the

commercial playdough has. But if that is what you like to use than these ideas will still work
for you too!

Playdough is a truly wonderful play based learning tool for children. It can be used as a
medium for strengthening fine motor skills and supporting colour, letter and number
recognition as well as encouraging sensory exploration and investigation.

TheEmpoweredEducatorOnline.com
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Sago (uncooked) added to the playdough was very popular here recently. I have also used dry
tapioca which are slightly bigger balls so it provided opportunities for discussion about big
and small.

Super Sensory Playdough Ideas

Adding sensory materials to dough allows children to explore and use their senses in different
ways. Is it hard or soft? How does it feel when you squish and roll the dough? What else can
we add that is hard/soft? What does it smell like? Can your fingers find something bumpy and
smooth?

TheEmpoweredEducatorOnline.com



Coloured cake decorating balls are quite hard
and challenged little fingers to push and poke
until they had them where they wanted them. A
good workout for those hand and wrist
muscles.

After hiding the balls I joined in the play and
asked the older children if they could find me “5
blue balls”, “2 red” ,”1 blue, 1 yellow and one red”
etc. 

They really enjoyed this extra challenge and
the toddlers were happy to just keep exploring with their hands, rolling and squishing and
trying to find the colourful balls.

Super Sensory Playdough Ideas
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At Christmas time we coloured the dough with festive colours, some shiny ‘baubles’ and then
cut out Christmas tree shapes to decorate with more balls.

And then there is the power of smell. Ruby is a sensory seeker and loves to smell and feel the
playdough on her face at times. This batch had a little lemon and eucalytpus essential oils
kneaded through it as we were all suffering from colds and blocked noses that week.

When adding scents be very sparing
though, you only need a drop or two or you
can easily overwhelm sensitive noses and
it’s not great for those who still like to taste
their playdough either!

We have also picked lavender from the
garden, crushed it with a mortar and pestle
in our outdoor kitchen and then kneaded it
through our playdough.  

A lovely experience but I gave up trying to
find the photos sorry. I really need to sort

and store my digital photos a little better obviously…. one day.

Super Sensory Playdough Ideas
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Intentional Teaching Opportunities
Use playdough as your base to extend upon. There are many ways you can introduce some
simple learning concepts while the children are just having fun.

I used some coloured counting teddies and corresponding coloured dough in the activity
below. We matched bears to colours, made different patterns and sequences, mixed colours
to make other colours , counted out how many bears were stuck in each ‘mudhole’ and talked
about big and small.

Using some letter stamps in the dough was fun for all ages but provided different challenges
for each developmental stage. Toddlers practiced their pincer grip and picking things up from
a pile before trying to push hard enough to imprint on the dough.

Super Sensory Playdough Ideas
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The older children tried to find the first letter of their name to press into the dough. We looked
for the upper case and lower case .

Challenge those problem solving, hand/eye coordination
and fine motor skills by using some sticks pushed into
playdough and then letting children attempt to thread
different sized pieces of pasta onto the sticks. 

The playdough will hold the stick so the child can use both
hands to coordinate if need be.

Don't you love the concentration?

Super Sensory Playdough Ideas
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If you don’t have any suitable sticks or want to make it a little easier then why not use some
dry spaghetti sticks!

Investigating with Playdough
Making marble playdough is a
fun way to introduce mixing
colours and cause and effect.
Simply make a batch of white
playdough, add a little edicol
powder dye to a dip in the
middle and then fold over once.

Super Sensory Playdough Ideas
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Ask the children to start squishing and rolling the dough, the harder they work the more
colour they will see!

You end up with a lovely marbling effect…by the end of a weeks play it will be a solid colour.

Edicol colour dye is quite strong so I like to do this activity on some wooden boards or make
sure your surface is covered in vinyl.

Super Sensory Playdough Ideas
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Have you tried using cotton buds (Qtips) in your playdough? They make some amazing
creations with these!

Super Sensory Playdough Ideas
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You can make different types of dough just by using a few different but common materials….
and then encourage the children to experiment  and investigate….

Super Sensory Playdough Ideas
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Explore shapes using different objects to imprint with….

Playdough also makes an easy medium to practice those cutting, slicing and snipping skills.
Our crinkle cutters are a favourite as are the scissors. 

Can you cut some small pieces? What about some big pieces? Can we roll a sausage and use
our scissors to snip some pieces?

Super Sensory Playdough Ideas
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Loose Parts and Playdough
Loose parts go together so well with playdough and provide so many opportunities for
children to explore role play and use their imaginations. 

It also gives them the chance to express themselves creatively and make patterns, stories and
just plain magical creations that we could never come up with ourselves!

Super Sensory Playdough Ideas
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Using Nature with
Playdough
Don’t forget to include the wonder of the
natural environment sometimes when using
playdough. We have used pickings from the
vegetable patch, sticks and twigs, leaves,
gumnuts, flowers and so much more. It really
does make an interesting base material for
children to work with.

Super Sensory Playdough Ideas
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I bet you want to go and make a fresh batch of playdough right now don’t you? Hopefully you
are feeling inspired to step outside the playdough rut a little and go have some fun.

Super Sensory Playdough Ideas

TheEmpoweredEducatorOnline.com
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Easy Puffy Paint Recipe

Puffy Paint for Play
If you want to try something a little different
next time you pull out the paints why not
make your own homemade puffy paint using
this simple recipe?! I have used this basic
recipe for many, many years now and as well
as being easy it is definitely budget friendly. 

Children love being involved in the process of
making the paint with you and then watching
it magically puff up when you use the
microwave. So many opportunities for
creativity, conversation and intentional
teaching moments with this activity.   

Because we are approaching Christmas I
decided to incorporate some festive
Christmas colours to this batch of puffy paint
but you can create the colours you like of
course and certainly don’t need a theme to
explore with!   

You know that I love making my own paint
and this puffy paint is another favourite so let’s get started with the recipe. You can easily
prepare this paint just before you want to use it.

 1/2 Cup Plain Flour (or you can use SR flour but omit the baking powder)

 Recycled thick cardboard cut into sizes that will fit into your microwave
 Food colouring or edicol paint dyes
 Enough water to mix to a thin paste consistency – start with a few teaspoons and go
from there.

What You Need

 2 Teaspoons baking powder (not Bi carb soda)
 2 Teaspoons table salt

 Paintbrushes and a few teaspoons

TheEmpoweredEducator.com
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What To Do
Mix flour, baking powder and salt in a bowl – slowly begin adding your water and mix until you
end up with a thin paste (it will be a little grainy – that is fine). If you want to make a few
different colours place spoonfuls of the flour mix into your paint pots or other paint containers
before adding a few drops of food colouring or edicol dyes.

Add your brushes and watch the creations take place on the thick cardboard.

As you can see, there is no need to keep the painting  to just the cardboard – especially if
playing with toddlers!

Easy Puffy Paint Recipe

TheEmpoweredEducator.com



Easy Puffy Paint Recipe

Encourage sensory exploration of the paint and talk about textures and colours as it does feel
quite different to normal craft paint.

As always, keep a bucket of water for washing hands close by for those children that feel the
need to clean their hands regularly while engaging in messy, sensory activities.

And if some goes into the mouth for a little further sensory exploration you can feel secure
that the paint is safe and there aren’t any nasties added that could harm little bodies.

Older children might like to try marbling the colours a little on the cardboard by running the
handle of a spoon (or use a stick) through the paint like we did below.

When the children are happy with their painting on the cardboard you are ready for the final
step in creating those puffy masterpieces.

TheEmpoweredEducator.com



One at a time place the cardboard
picture into the microwave and cook for
up to 25-30 seconds. Keep a close eye
on each one and check the first few in
intervals as different microwaves will
cook at different speeds.

You will see the paint begin to puff and
the cardboard should feel warm to
touch when you take it out but not
overly hot – you will see that it has
baked and stayed puffy though.

It is hard to see in the pictures below but they did puff up nicely! The thicker you paint on the
cardboard the better the result will be. Such a fun and easy way to explore creativity and basic
science concepts.

Now go have fun creating your own homemade puffy paint for sensory play!

Easy Puffy Paint Recipe

TheEmpoweredEducator.com
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DIY Rainbow Balls

Rainbow Sensory Balls for Play

When His Patient Self came home from his work recently with a large damaged bag of dry 
sago balls that they could no longer sell I knew just what to do with them! You can buy small
packets of sago balls which are quite small like you see in the picture below or you can buy
slightly larger tapioca balls. 

Here in Australia they are usually made into a creamy dessert with milk – the balls swell when
water or milk is added and they become slightly translucent. A little goes a long way!

Today I’m sharing a play recipe that provides a water bead alternative! Why an alternative? I’ve
often looked at the activities on Pinterest with colourful water beads but the choking and
general safety concerns around using these beads with young children has always made me
avoid them as a safe sensory option. 

I really loved the sensory aspect to them though so I decided to try and make my own version
of rainbow beads that I would feel comfortable allowing the children to really explore and
create with.

TheEmpoweredEducator.com



DIY Rainbow Balls

I used the equivalent weight of one small bag from the supermarket, poured the whole lot
into a bowl, added just enough tepid water to cover and then left to soak overnight. In the
morning you will see the water has been absorbed and the balls have swelled. It made
enough to fill 4 mixing bowls!

After setting them up on the outdoor table with scoops and spoons I sprinkled a little edicol
powder paint dye into each bowl and then passed them over to my twins to stir and mix which
is their favourite activity at the moment.

TheEmpoweredEducator.com



It makes a great colour mixing and recognition activity as well as giving some control of the
activity to the children. They can clearly see the principle of cause and effect.

Both girls immediately began to sniff the balls as they mixed through the colour and this led
to an in depth Q&A session on what sago was, what it smelt like, how do we eat it and so
many more. 5 year olds really do have an insatiable quest for knowledge!

If you would prefer not to add colour it will make no difference whatsoever – the real learning
outcome of this activity is the opportunity for sensory exploration.

DIY Rainbow Balls
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The girls transferred their coloured sago onto trays and began to make ‘Rainbows’, naming
colours and arranging patterns as they went. Lots of opportunity to practice those fine motor
and hand eye coordination skills with this activity.

DIY Rainbow Balls

TheEmpoweredEducator.com



After they had had some fun with their rainbows I decided to extend the activity and
challenge their senses a little by adding some clear cell mix paste (this is a little like wallpaper
paste and very slippery) I had made up during the week for other activities. I often have these
little brainwaves as I watch children playing – to me this is the true nature of ‘extending play’
and doesn’t always need to be planned in advance on paper!

Cell-mix is simply a powder you sprinkle into a bowl of water and then whisk to get rid of
lumps. It thickens and makes a lovely gooey paste which you can use as is or add colour to
and use as paint.

DIY Rainbow Balls
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The girls immediately began scooping it up and then adding to their tray of rainbow sensory
balls.Then it was time to use those senses and get messy!

The cell mix gel turned the balls into a mouldable material and this caused great excitement.
Suddenly the ideas were flowing and Tara showed me how she could write the letter T in her
tray then squish it all up and start again!

DIY Rainbow Balls
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Ruby used the   and mould
‘cupcakes’. They held together really well and soon
they were using the mini muffin trays to make their
creations as well.

As they added more and more gel
to the balls and the mix became
stickier and began to change colour
the cooking  was abandoned and
and their hands became the tools of
choice. 

They squished and mixed and
marveled at the balls sticking to
their hands and hair. The rolled balls
and drew patterns – it was a true
sensory experience and I loved
watching them!

DIY Rainbow Balls

tea strainer to scoop
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A word of warning.… my girls are very used to sensory activities like this as we have been
doing them since they were babies but if you have a child who is sensitive to material on their
hands just keep a bucket of water and cloth close by so they can wash their hands at regular
intervals. 

Never force a sensitive child to engage in these type of activities but don’t stop exposing
them either as one day they might just surprise you and it is important that they have the
choice and can regularly see others playing safely in this way so make sure you get your
hands sticky and messy too!

DIY Rainbow Balls
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This activity is safe to use with babies and toddlers as sago balls are a food and able to be
safely consumed. Edicol is a vegetable dye and will not harm either. 

You could use food colouring but just watch the amount you use as some children react to
food colouring. They will not swell anymore after you have soaked them overnight so be sure
to include younger children in this activity too!

What would your children do with some
rainbow sensory balls?

DIY Rainbow Balls

TheEmpoweredEducator.com
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Make Martian Moon Sand

Sensory Moon Sand Play

Moon sand has such a lovely texture, silky but crumbly, moist but dry in places…. it’s very hard
to describe but it is a brilliant sensory activity!

It’s also easy to make and keep for a while so it is a budget friendly resource too. Just make
sure to keep the lid off it or it will go mouldy. It will dry out nicely and go crumbly again in the
sun but add a little water and you will have moon sand back again!

 6 Cups Sand
 3 Cups cornflour (NOT gluten free, it doesn’t work as well unfortunately)

 2 tsp glycerine (just for shine…optional)

I’m always trying to think of new ways to get messy with the kids and this sensory moon sand
play has been one of our favourites so I just had to share with you all!

Want to make your own? Stick with me, it couldn’t be easier!

Here’s what you need….

 1 Cup vegetable oil
 1 Cup water

heEmpoweredEducator.ComT
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Make Martian Moon Sand

What To Do Now

Dump all the dry ingredients into a large tray, tub or bowl and mix together well… the kids will
love to help you out with this task!

Then add your liquids and again mix well….and enjoy the sensory experience yourself as it
feels great!

You will end up with a moist, silky but crumbly mixture that also moulds well…now you have
yourself a batch of moon sand!

You can set up an invitation to play
like I did below with some loose parts
and baking tins, bowls and moulds or
you can just let the children choose
how they want to play with it.

My girls loved making little towers
and moulds with some little silicone
cake bowls and turning the tub into an
animal area.

TheEmpoweredEducator.Com
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The next day we pulled it out again and decided to make it martian green! I sprinkled a little
edicol dye over the moon sand and asked the kids to mix it through until the sand was all
green.

Make Martian Moon Sand

TheEmpoweredEducator.Com
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They didn’t need to be told twice as they love mixing colour through things and loved the
bright green which prompted a lot of discussion.

I also added a little treasure bowl of red pebbles that we had been using in our

recent wheelbarrow fairy garden and this changed the activity entirely.

Make Martian Moon Sand

How to make your own moon sand for sensory play!

https://www.theempowerededucatoronline.com/2013/11/weekly-wanderings-easy-activities-for.html
https://www.theempowerededucatoronline.com/


Suddenly there were cakes to be made and all manner of baking to be done! There was much
scooping, spooning and sprinkling, fantastic for those fine motor skills as they picked up the
small pebbles.

Then the baking got really serious with lots of mixing, pouring, moulding of cakes   and
decorating with ‘icing’.

Make Martian Moon Sand

TheEmpoweredEducator.Com
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This really is an activity for all the senses,
especially touch as it isn’t as confronting as
wet, sticky sand. It’s softer and easier to
brush off. It also dries quicker and is
therefore perfect for those SPD kiddos who
may have aversions to wet grainy textures.

Make Martian Moon Sand

TheEmpoweredEducator.Com
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The hands really get a work out with this sort of
activity. They can use lots of different muscles as
they mould, pat, build and bake.  You can also
talk about colours, texture and the creations their
imaginations have helped to form.

Make Martian Moon Sand

TheEmpoweredEducator.Com
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It’s good old fashioned sensory play. Messy? Yes. But easily hosed off before heading back
inside and they will be engrossed with this for ages!

When was the last time you got messy with a little
sensory play?

Make Martian Moon Sand

TheEmpoweredEducator.Com
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Foamy Flyswatter Fun

Flyswat Foam Fishing

As an added bonus for busy
educators and parents this activity

is simple to setup and when finished everything (and everyone!) just needs a quick blast with
the hose to clean up. Definitely one for the outdoors though unless you want to be finding
drops of coloured foam throughout your room for the next week!

 Large deep trays or tubs half filled with water. You could also use smaller tubs for
individual children if you wanted.
 A low table or surface the children can easily reach across and move around.

 Edicol powder paint dye for colour mixing (or you can just keep them white of course!)
 Outdoor kitchen tools for extending the fun in another way (optional)
 Flyswatters (very cheap usually in packets of 4 at local $2 shops – we use ours for
painting too!)
 A bucket of water and cloths close by for those children that need to regularly wash
their hands to remove mess before continuing.

This simple sensory play activity is
fun whether it’s hot or cold  and
easily adaptable for both toddlers
and older children. It not only offers
many opportunities for children to
explore with their senses but it’s a
playful way to strengthen fine
motor control, balance,
coordination, spatial awareness ,
colour mixing and colour
recognition.

Follow the easy directions below to get started…

What do I need for setup?

 Shaving Foam cans (just be aware that if you have children who have sensory processing
challenges the texture or smell of the foam may be to intense for them at first –
introduce gradually using the flyswatters as tools so they don’t need to touch and aim to
buy the least strong smelling foam if you can as some are better than others)

heEmpoweredEducator.comT
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Foamy Flyswatter Fun

What do I do first?
I like to do these couple of steps before the children begin the activity especially if working
with a multi age group – it’s just easier!

1. Line up tubs of water on your table or other flat surface (if it’s colder weather use a tub
of nice warm water instead of cold).

3. Shake the shaving foam can and spray onto trays or table while also adding a few
‘icebergs’ to the water tubs.

4. Lay out flyswatters.
5. Sprinkle over powder paint onto foam

2. Add a few old trays or plates (or just use the table surface – I find trays easier to take
away and clean later if lots of toddlers in the group!)

TheEmpoweredEducator.com



Foamy Flyswatter Fun

What now?
Depending on the age and current skill level of the children doing this activity you might
encourage play in the following ways….

1. Children use the flyswatters to scoop icebergs from the trays or table and add to the water
tub – can you do it without them breaking up? Do they float or sink? What happens to the
foam when the colour powder mixes with water?

2. Go fishing and use the flyswatters to lift the foam out of the water and back onto tray or
swap to another water tub. It’s tricky but the fun is in the trying and process. It doesn’t matter if
they all break up within minutes, they will still enjoy ‘fishing’ in the water to find and scoop up
bits of the foam before it all disappears!

TheEmpoweredEducator.com



Foamy Flyswatter Fun

Scooping, teamwork, communication, experimenting and arranging ….

Making patterns, problem solving, using
hand muscles and coordination skills as
they concentrate on adding to the water
then lifting back out without breaking up
the iceberg!

Obviously older children will spend
more time engaging  with this step –
don’t expect it of toddlers though. Just
allow them to scoop, mix, pat, swat and
generally explore while making a mess!

TheEmpoweredEducator.com



Foamy Flyswatter Fun

We had fun mixing colours and pushing
them together in the water to create
new colours. I left the dye just sprinkled
over the top of the foam as I wanted to
see how the children interacted with it
but you can mix it in at the start if you
prefer separate bold colours.

When they grow bored of fishing and
the foam has really started to break up
why not extend the sensory play by
setting up a little outdoor kitchen. Keep
it simple though!

TheEmpoweredEducator.com



Foamy Flyswatter Fun

The children chose some bowls, spoons and a few other loose parts we have always hanging
in our baskets outside for cooking and messy play.

The addition of foam and water
adds a lot of scope for both role
play, fine motor fun and of
course the joy of getting messy
and creative! As always we also
ended up with lots of red mud to
incorporate too somehow.

TheEmpoweredEducator.com



Foamy Flyswatter Fun

You can also encourage children to ditch the flyswatters and just get those hands in there to
really mix the colours and explore with the senses.

TheEmpoweredEducator.com



Foamy Flyswatter Fun

There were some very interesting culinary creations on this day and it kept everyone busy for
a long time! Toddlers will come and go to this sort of activity as they work with shorter
attention spans but that is the beauty of having this sort of activity set up outdoors – no need
to pack up quickly.

TheEmpoweredEducator.com



Foamy Flyswatter Fun

Packing Up
When you are ready to pack up I suggest just piling all utensils etc into a water tub with a few
sponges so the children can help to wash and lay out in sun to dry while you quickly hose off
tables.

The foam actually dries quite silky on skin so no need to wet little legs again – just wipe off
with a towel before you head inside.

*A  to supervise closely if you are doing this activity with younger children as it is
not ideal to put in their mouths or eyes – I can assure you I have certainly had fun with
toddlers doing this activity though! You just need to exercise some common sense. You might
choose to use the spray cans of cream as a safe alternative if really worried*

little reminder

TheEmpoweredEducator.com
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Safe & Simple Sensory Slime 

I always encourage educators and carers to try making their own resources for play rather
than spending a lot of money on expensive prepackaged materials and supplies – this also
provides opportunities for children to be involved in the creative process right from the start.

I have seen many slime recipes that include borax and although I think this is fine to use with
older school age children, it’s not something I would be using around younger  children –
especially when there are excellent alternatives like the simple slime recipe I am about to
share with you right now!

Sensory Slime Play

As an educator and parent I have always loved the benefits of sensory slime play for children.
In the past I have regularly used Lux soap slime, cornflour goop and cellmix slime. Sometimes
though it is nice to introduce a slime that isn’t as messy or sticky and is in fact mouldable and
stretchy. I find this type of slime especially useful for introducing sensory play to children who
have tactile challenges and don’t like getting their hands very messy.

When making your own resources however, I encourage you to  always be aware of the
ingredients you are using and keep in mind the safety of the children who will be using it –
often with their hands or tasting via inquisitive  mouths! You do not want to be using toxic
materials.

heEmpoweredEducator.comT
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Safe & Simple Sensory Slime 

How to make your own Safe Sensory Slime
This is the best part of this recipe . You only need to buy one ingredient – the other is water!

1 Tablespoon of natural fibre supplement

– I used the Metamucil brand you see below. I simply purchased it from the supermarket.

 1 Cup Water
  Food colouring or edicol colour dyes {Optional} I used edicol dye because I use them to
colour my cornflour paint base as well and they wash out of clothes so easily!
 1 large microwave safe bowl – believe me larger is better, don’t be misled by the
ingredients.
 Wooden Spoon & Whisk  for mixing

 NOTE: Make sure whatever supplement you use contains psyllium husks . I purchased
the ‘natural’ version as I wanted to be able to add my own colours – you can buy the
orange Metamucil though if you are happy for your slime to be orange or you don’t have
any colouring to use. In the photos below you can see the slime I left a natural colour on
the bottom right of collage – it became the perfect canvas for adding flowers and leaves
to.
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Safe & Simple Sensory Slime 

What You Do
 Add your tbsp of Metamucil to
your bowl
 Add a few drops of colour or
1/4  teaspoon of edicol dye
if you want colour slime
 Pour in your water and whisk well
 Microwave for roughly 5 minutes – all microwaves will vary so you will need to stay and
watch – do NOT walk away. Open after 3 minutes and give it all a good stir. It will begin
to thicken quickly and this is a fascinating science activity to show the children if they
can see safely into your microwave.
 You will see the mixture begin to froth and bubble –  if it looks as though it will overflow
just open the door for a minute, give quick stir and then keep going.
 You will know when it is ready as it begins to pull away from the side of your bowl and
forms a lump rather than covering the bottom of the bowl. Carefully pour onto a tray or
board to cool down. Mine seemed to firm up a little as well after resting . It will be very
hot so please be careful transferring from bowl.
 By watching carefully as it cooks and taking your bowl out to check you can actually
make 2 different slimes – 1 a little more sticky and sort of runny and the other a firmer
rubbery gel which is perfect for stretching (and better for those children who dislike
messy, sticky hands) I ended up making 2 batches of each version.

For a stickier slime – add a little more water and a little less microwave time

The ingredients above make the
amount of slime you see in the red
slime picture below . I made a few
extra batches after the first trial run.
I’d caution against trying to double
the recipe as even this small
amount easily bubbles over the
bowl when making it in the
microwave – worth taking a little
extra time to make batches
separately.
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For a firmer, blubbery type slime 
Microwave for suggested time and add a little more powder to the recipe if you need to after
you try your first batch.

When your slime blobs have cooled down (we actually played with ours while still a little
warm to add to the sensory experience) encourage the children to begin investigating!

You can also add other materials to add to the
experience – I introduced some of our child safe
knives so they could experiment with cutting the
slime into pieces as well as the items they were
collecting from the garden to decorate their
creations.  

Obviously you will want to keep the ages of the
children you are working with in mind if using
knives. But even small wooden or plastic knives
from home corner play would work well.

Safe & Simple Sensory Slime 
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Because we love to play outside, go on nature
walks and collect treasures from the garden, it
was quickly decided the slime would look better
with a little decoration from nature. 

This addition to the play experience  provided
even more opportunity to discuss colour, texture,
size and smell while they worked with their
senses.

Safe & Simple Sensory Slime 
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It’s always a joy to watch children making their unique creations and being a witness to the
interesting thought processes evolving!

Tara labelled this clever little creation below her ‘slime leaf man’ Very apt I thought!

Safe & Simple Sensory Slime 
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Of course there is no need to add materials like those above – you can simply keep to some
basic but wonderful sensory play , the children will love it just the same!

You can roll, form blobs, squish, splat, stretch out and so much more….

Why not have a try at making your own? It doesn’t take long and it’s such a fantastic
opportunity for sensory play and discovery.

Safe & Simple Sensory Slime 
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doll face
painting

P R E T E N D P L A Y F U N



Inviting Imagination with Facepainting

My twins are currently very interested in facepainting and the role of a facepainter. It seems
they are always having their faces painted lately – at Bunnings, parties, markets and even
when out to dinner at family friendly places. And trust me when I say they are growing quite
particular with their requests! They have become little facepainting connoisseurs!

Dolly Face Painting

I think it is really important to ensure your
outdoor play environment provides
opportunities for  a child to use their
imagination.  I love being an observer and
listening to their play – children truly are
masters of imaginary play and if you listen
carefully you will hear them working through
problems, trying to understand the world
around them, exploring the roles of people
and community. They are also having a
whole lot of fun!

Children often use play to further explore their current interests. Although children are very
adept at using the materials and environment around them to create their own play it is
sometimes nice to offer an additional  invitation to play with the goal of extending a current
interest and acknowledging that they want to explore and create and ‘act out’ what they are
learning.
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Dolly Face Painting

I’ve let them paint my face, I’ve painted theirs and they have even tried to makeover the dog
who ran far and fast when they headed
toward him with the brush! But I wanted
to set up an activity that would allow
them to really get creative and explore
this role and their emerging interest on
their own. And that’s when I decided to
get the dolls out!

This activity was very simple to set up
and even though my girls are 5 in these
photos it would be suitable as a toddler
activity too. It’s one of those activities that
is perfect for multi age groups as children
will modify it to suit – older children will
enjoy being more detailed with their
painting and toddlers will just love
covering as much of the doll as they can

with paint!  I also incorporated a water tub for washing baby and this is easily modified for all
ages.

Washable paint – I used acrylic paints we had on hand (You could do this with proper face
painting materials to of course but I like to keep activities budget friendly and easy to clean!)

Brushes – I supplied an assortment of brush ‘tools’ as you can see in the photo below but
whatever you have will work. Thinner brushes allow more chance for getting those important
details ‘just right’!

Water – A container of water to clean brushes as they work. I also set up a tub with water and
bubbles for washing creations off ready to start again!

Dolls – A doll that you can prop or sit up with a larger facial area is perfect. Of course face
painting will quickly become body painting for many so don’t worry to much about finding the
perfect doll. Just make sure you are happy for it to get messy!

What You Need
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Extras – I cut up some kitchen sponges to use for cleaning and blending paint and then a few
little mirrors so they could show their ‘customers’ the finished design. I used glitter paint in
place of loose glitter but you could certainly provide something sparkly for children to stick to
the face paint design!

If you want to keep it simple though just stick with the paint, dolls and paint brushes!

Then it’s time to step back and let the creativity and conversations begin!

Dolly Face Painting
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Ruby decided her first character was going to be ‘Spiderwoman’ and she put great emphasis
on the ‘woman’ part – Love it! There was a lot of concentration and attention to detail.
Fantastic opportunity to strengthen fine motor muscles and grip which she often struggles
with.

I noticed lots of experimentation with thick and thin brushes as different designs were created
– there was even a little blending with sponges – just like the real facepainters!

If you could have heard the
conversation and explanation behind
this red face you would  know that
there was actually a great deal of
thought that went into this design even
though to our adult eyes it just looks
like red paint everywhere!

Dolly Face Painting
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Incorporating mirrors into play provides opportunities to explore self, faces, materials and the
environment from different angles and perspectives. And they really sounded like
facepainters too as they asked their customers to look at their finished designs!

When it was time for a new design they headed over to the water tub and washed off the
paint with sponges which became just as much fun and another opportunity for conversation
and role play as they looked after their babies.

Dolly Face Painting
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And then it was time to start all over again!

The simplest of play experiences can often invite so many opportunities for learning and
creative self expression! If you give it a try be sure to share some photos on my Facebook
page – I’d love to see them!

Dolly Face Painting
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Salty Squirt Tray

I love finding ways to help toddlers explore and get messy through sensory play and this salt
tray squirt activity quickly became a favourite!

I let them play with the texture and write in the salt  for awhile before introducing some spray
bottles to add to the fun .

I fill our spray bottles with a little water and some edicol powder dye to make some nice
bright colours that easily wash out of clothes and off little hands. Try food colouring if you
don’t have any edicol dye.

Sensory Salt Tray Squirty Fun
Such a simple little activity but one that will keep all ages busy and engaged for a long time! I
simply put out a little cooking salt on a tray and let the toddlers and preschoolers explore
however they wanted to. This looks like more salt than there is, it spreads quite a long way and
don’t worry if you don’t have a tray, the table or a few smaller trays would work just as well.
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Salty Squirt Tray

Then it is just a matter of encouraging them to squirt into the salt. Lots of practise for those
fine motor skills and it can be tricky for younger toddlers to master the squeeze action so you
might need to help a few times first.

We talked about….

 Colours they were making in the salt  
 How to make lines and dots
 What the water was doing to the feel of the salt
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Salty Squirt Tray

It was soon discovered that the wetter the salt got the more they were able to move it around
and begin making little piles and clumps as it stuck together.
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Salty Squirt Tray

Interest then turned to colour mixing and
investigation…..
How do we make purple?

What happens when we mix red and blue together?

How do we make puddles?

Why does the salt go lumpy?

Why can we see the grains better in the watercolour?

So many questions to explore!
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Salty Squirt Tray

Wet salt can be quite a challenge for those with sensory sensitivities like Ruby so I made sure
to keep a bucket of water close by to wash hands. Providing a few paintbrushes to draw in the
salt can also allow SPD kiddos to engage in the activity without actually having to touch the
wet, sticky salt.

As more watercolour is added, patterns can be made and little rivers and roads can be
discovered. The imagination gets used just as much in this activity as the senses do!

Eventually the darker colours dominated the tray and we were left with a green blue sludge!
Little mountains were made as it is easy to mould the salt when really wet. A squirt of the
spray bottle and it can topple again…

Lots of fun to squish and mould  in the hands at this stage!
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Salty Squirt Tray

If you would prefer a relatively mess free activity just stick with the salt tray and add a few
little tools to draw with such as paintbrushes, straws and wooden sticks.

If you are up for a little mess and colour though then just look at what your children might
create. I think it’s beautiful don’t you?
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Salty Squirt Tray
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Outdoor Play - Painting with Rain!

When did you last play in the rain?

 We watch hail storms but don’t go out in them

 If there are very strong winds with the rain that can cause airborne debris
 If any of the children are suffering with nasty colds and coughs

However, I certainly don’t think a little rain should stop you having fun outdoors as there is a
whole new landscape available and and so many learning opportunities to explore when it is
raining! I love to explore in the fog and a misty rain and so do the children…clothes are easily
changed when we come back inside so don’t let that hold you back!

I’m often asked by followers on my Facebook page if I take my daycare  children to play
outdoors when it is raining. I am a huge advocate for outdoor play in all weather so the short
answer is yes we do…usually. There are of course circumstances when I do decide it is not in
the children’s best interests, as an educator and /or parent you have to use your common
sense!

 I don’t tend to go outside if it is very hard rain that some children might be scared of.

 In electrical storms
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Outdoor Play - Painting with Rain!

We have had a lot of rain here
recently and this has led to many
conversations and activities
incorporating rain and weather.
When they became fascinated by
the big raindrops landing on one of
our craft tables outside I decided to
turn it into some messy sensory
fun…as you do!

While the children found muddy puddles to stomp in and tried to catch the raindrops I
collected a few little recycled spice jars we had been playing with in the sand pit, grabbed
some paint brushes and and a few of our little tea strainers from the Outdoor Cafe and took
them all over to our craft table (this table gets hosed down but not scrubbed – I like it’s rustic
arty appeal – don’t you think it just calls out for mess and fun?)

I added a little edicol powder dye (you
need only a teaspoon – it is strong dye!)
to the shakers and also a little bowl so
they could dip in the tea strainers….now
all we needed was some water….lucky it
was raining!
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I put down a large sheet of cardboard and pieces of paper on the table first and we watched
as the rain drops and mist made the cardboard and paper wet in some areas but left others
dry.

Then it was time to have some fun and experiment a little. Using the shakers they began to
add dye powder to the wet areas and watch as colour appeared in patterns following the
drops and rivulets.

Outdoor Play - Painting with Rain!
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I also added a bowl of water and some brushes so that we could also paint the table as the
dye had of course been sprinkled everywhere as well as the cardboard! As the rain got harder
the colour spread and the patterns and art became bolder.

Outdoor Play - Painting with Rain!
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Outdoor Play - Painting with Rain!
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This is such a simple activity but one that offered many opportunities for 
exploration, discovery, fine motor control and creative self expression.

A few questions you might use as a prompt to their play…

1. What colours can you see?
2. How can we make green?
3. Are those drops big or small?
4. What is happening to the cardboard when the rain hits it (wet/dry concepts)?
5. What can we do to the pattern if we use a brush instead of shaking dye on?

Why not give it a try next time you see the rain coming and ensure you have some fun instead
of dreading a morning inside! What do you like to do with the children when it begins to rain?

Outdoor Play - Painting with Rain!

Encouraging Thinking
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Sensory Magnet Fun

I wanted to share this activity with you because the children absolutely loved it and it also
evolved in so many different ways….and they were so proud of their end result and that means
a lot.

I provided this activity for my 3 year olds but it could quite easily be adapted for younger
children by using larger metal pieces so as not to provide a choking hazard.

Let me take you though the set up… it was so easy!

What you'll need

 Some magnets (I used some large horseshoe ones but smaller will work fine too)You
could also use small tongs.
 A tray for sorting (I just used a cutlery tray)

 Wood off cuts

I’m always looking for new ways to incorporate old materials into the activities I provide for my
family day care kids and also for my own children. I think it is important for children to realise
we don’t always need new and fancy materials to have fun. I like to include them in   my
scavenging and then see what we can come up with…sometimes they have much better ideas
than me (but we’ll keep that quiet).

 You’ll need a tub of rice (or other fine sensory material…will work with sand, beans, pasta
etc)

 Some metal O Rings and Bolts from the garage…the older and more rustic the better!

 Watered down pva glue and brushes
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Sensory Magnet Fun

I used my current sensory tub which
already had some coloured pasta in it from
a previous activity…you don’t need to add
pasta but if you have other things already
in there no need to take them out, I’ll tell
you how to incorporate them into the
learning later.

Ask the children to help you place the
rings and bolts into the tub, don’t let them
bury them as the magnet will need to be

awfully strong to find and lift them out! My girls really loved this part and took their role very
seriously!

Here’s what you do
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Then ask them to see if they can pick up the objects with the magnets. It can be a bit tricky
and really works their coordination and fine motor skills. You can also use some small tongs if
you don’t have magnets, we used them as well.

If you have other items in the tub like I already had pasta you can engage the children in
discussion about why some things are magnetic and some aren’t and  can they find just the
ones they think the magnet will pick up?

They had so much fun finding their ‘treasures’ in the rice and showing me how they stuck to
the ends of the magnet.

Sensory Magnet Fun
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Once they had them on the magnet they
had to carefully transfer them to the
sorting tray on a table nearby (I wanted
them to have to walk a little way to
extend on their hand eye coordination
and balance skills)

We sorted the bolts as ‘long’ and ‘short’
and the rings into different slots for ‘small’,
‘medium’ and ‘large’.

Sensory Magnet Fun
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They spent a lot of time getting their sorting just right and worked together to make sure the
tray was ‘right’ according to them. I let them decide what pieces were which size and stood
back as they corrected each other or changed their mind. There was lots of communication,
problem solving and teamwork.

Sensory Magnet Fun
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When every piece had been removed from the rice tub they took the pieces out of the tray,
placed them back into the rice tub and then started all over again. It really did hold their
interest for quite some time!

Using these sort of recycled and older materials also opens avenues for discussion about
their original purpose, how they might have been used before by people and the discovery of
different shapes, sizes, textures and colour.

Sensory Magnet Fun
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When interest finally began to wane in the collecting and sorting I brought out a box of wood
scraps we had collected earlier in the week for
our woodworking, a little watered down PVA glue
and the sorting tray of rings. The old bolts and
screws were a little too bulky and heavy to use for
this part of the activity so I left them out.

They were so excited to be creating their own
little recycled masterpieces and I thought they did
such   a lovely job. We talked about small, large
and medium as they worked and they told me
which ones they were choosing and all about the

patterns they were creating. Such self expression!!!

There was a LOT of glue used but that was part of the fun and it dries clear so it didn’t matter
how much they used. And of course we were outside so I didn’t need to worry about mess!

Sensory Magnet Fun
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Ruby and Tara (my twins) took great pride in
decorating a piece of woodwork that their
big sister made when she was in school.
They presented it to her that afternoon and
were so excited to share their creativity and
gift with big sis!!

It was a wonderful morning of creative self
expression and didn’t cost me a thing!

Sensory Magnet Fun
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The possibilities are endless when you incorporate recycled or repurposed materials and
resources into learning activities for children…why not have a look around the home and
garage for something you could recycle into fun too!

Sensory Magnet Fun
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What learning does this activity encourage for
children?

 Strengthening of fine motor muscles and control
 Investigating size and length
 Sorting and classifying
 Encouraging communication and language development
 Problem solving
 Opportunities to incorporate counting skills
 Basic science concepts of magnetic fields, magnetic, not magnetic.
 Using teamwork to reach a shared goal
 Discussion and research around the recycled materials and how they were originally
used. An awareness of items in our environment.
  Opportunity for self expression and an appreciation of the process over product.

Sensory Magnet Fun
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Bubblewrap Roller Painting

Painting with Bubblewrap
I love introducing bubblewrap into children's play, it is a wonderful sensory material you can
do so many interesting things with

We recently received a parcel that also contained this fantastic bit of packaging….think I was
more excited with the packaging possibilities than the actual crafting goodies I had ordered! It
was simply a cardboard roll with a little bubblewrap around it.

I turned over the girls paddling pool to use as a low table (so weary little legs didn’t have to
stand!) set out some leftover paint from the day before, a few brushes, a large sheet of
cardboard packaging brought home from Daddy’s work and left them to it to explore!
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Tara was in painting heaven and couldn’t wait to cover all the bubbles and then get rolling….

There was lots of opportunity for discussion about the beautiful patterns the bubble rollers
were making!

Bubblewrap Roller Painting
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Bubblewrap Roller Painting

My sensory sensitive twin, Ruby, found it

harder to get involved in the activity. The

wet paint on the bubble wrap proved to

be a real challenge for her tactile system

and although she did paint a little of the

wrap and do a few rolls she soon asked for

me to take off the wrap….she just really

wanted the cardboard cylinder.

She did enjoy turning the wrap over and
flattening it to make a pattern on the
cardboard though…this way the paint and

bubbles weren’t in contact with her fingers as she smoothed it down.
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Bubblewrap Roller Painting

Meanwhile, Tara could not get enough and just kept using the brushes to add more paint and
then keep rolling to make different patterns. Kept her so busy which allowed me a little more
time to spend with Ruby as she struggled with the sensory inputs.
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Bubblewrap Roller Painting

I helped her to pull off the wrap and
then she used one of the shaving
brushes (which she finds easier with
her current grip) to paint her roll. 

It’s important to challenge our SPD
learners but we also need to allow
them to direct their own play and feel
comfortable about the way they feel
is ‘safest’ for them to be engaged.

Once that paper was off Ruby was
very serious about covering her roll

with paint…love how she stood back to check out the job as she went along!

She showed me that she could make patterns too without having the bubble wrap on and
was so pleased with her efforts!
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Bubblewrap Roller Painting

Tara just kept adding more paint and
rolling…. you’d be surprised how
much paint a 3 yr old can use on
such a small space!

Before using the cylinders I had
added some bubblewrap to the ends
and taped so that the rolls could be
used in a different way.  Tara finally
discovered this and began stamping
all over the place…she was very
impressed with the circle prints she
made!
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Bubblewrap Roller Painting

Stamping allowed different hand muscles to be used than when painting with a brush and
rolling so it was a lovely extension to the activity.

Such an easy activity that was easy
to modify so that both girls could
enjoy it. Moral of this activity is
always check out your packaging 😉
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A Goopy Bear Hunt

They are also showing a lot of interest in the concepts of big and small, counting to 10 and
grouping colours. So when my new barrel of coloured teddy bear counters arrived in the mail I
knew they would be the perfect resource to practise all of the above!

I wanted to see where the children’s
interests led them without too much
provocation so all I got out was some
teddies (making sure to include
numerous sizes and all 4 primary
colours), added some plastic
containers and tools such as big and
small spoons and a few small tongs
and of course some goop.

This goop was a little runnier than I
usually make it so we turned it into a
mud pit the bears were stuck in. There
was a layer of watery goop on the top
and a slimy sludge underneath that

could hold the teddies upright so they looked stuck. Don’t know how to make goop? Try using
my easy recipe which can be found here.

.

Going on a goopy bear hunt!
My girls and the family day care children are absolutely obsessed with the story and song
“We’re going on a bear hunt” lately.
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A Goopy Bear Hunt

The children began putting in the colour teddies they wanted…interesting to see that most of
them actually picked a colour and stuck with it…after a little spirited bargaining with each other
of course.

They then started to pick up spoons and try to catch and scoop the bears from the goop and
collect them in their containers. A real workout for those fine motor and problem solving skills.

They enjoyed moving them around and making stories about the big and ‘baby’ bears and
then began squelching them in the ‘mud’ just like the book we read to much often.

After they collected their chosen bear colour, they had just as much fun tipping or spooning
them back into the mud!

They all played with the bears in different ways at different stages. Ruby preferred to stick with
her chosen colour of red while Tara enjoyed mixing them up to create more of a challenge.
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A Goopy Bear Hunt
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The tongs were a popular tool as well and it was quite tricky to pluck those stuck bears out…it
took a lot of concentration and perseverance!

The large tongs were even harder for little hands to master but they kept trying.

I’m still working on Ruby’s grip. This is how she is
still holding a spoon (photo below) until prompted
to turn her hand over. 

By gripping this way she doesn’t have as much
control over the spoon, the things she needs to
pick up and her coordination. We are slowly
getting there with the use of lots of fine motor
activities such as this one!

A Goopy Bear Hunt
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A Goopy Bear Hunt

Goop is a fun sensory experience just on
it’s own but the addition of the coloured
bears, spoons and tongsincreased the
longevity and learning outcomes of the
medium.

It is simple to set up and the bears are
washed easily at the end of play in some
soapy water. Pink tutus outside while you
get messy are of course an optional extra
😉
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A Goopy Bear Hunt

Some ways you can extend the learning & play
possibilities with this activity:

 I asked the children to follow directions and find the bear that matched my description
e.g “Find me the small yellow bear please”
 I asked if they could pick up a certain number of bears and count as they put them into
their bowls.
 I asked them to find “All the yellow bears”

 I asked them to pick up only with the small spoons (or large)
 I asked them to pick up and put back using only the tongs.
 I asked them to line up a simple pattern of bears (blue, yellow, red, blue,yellow, red)
 I asked them to help me wash the bears, tongs and spoons when we had finished play.

Do you have coloured bear counters? What is your child’s favourite way of
playing with them?

 I asked them if they could make their bears swim through the mud.
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Garden Sensory Tower

Gardening Play with Children

Even if you don’t have a green thumb or lots of space for gardens you can still incorporate
small projects like this one into your outdoor planning for a home or centre based early
learning environment. The project I am sharing today also works really well for school age
children too.

I wanted to share this garden project with you because not only is it easy to setup for a wide
range of age groups to participate in it also introduces recycling and sensory elements
through hands on active learning. You can make your sensory plant tower bigger or smaller
depending on the materials you collect or have already available. Want to have a try making
your own with the children?

Read through the simple directions below and let’s get started gardening with children!

Gardening with children can help to encourage a connection with the senses and a love of
nature while also providing many opportunities to learn new skills, gain confidence and
develop responsibility. And best of all…it’s fun and gives them another reason to enjoy some
active play outdoors!
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Garden Sensory Tower

What you will need...

 Some plant seedlings that will engage children’s senses (we used a mix of herbs, flowers
and vegetables) If your budget is small you could use seeds instead, it will just take a
little longer for children to see the results of their efforts.
 A bag of good quality potting mix and compost.
 Water crystals for plants (optional)
 Lots of lightweight gardening scoops the children can use (small seedling pots for
scooping up soil work well too!).
 Gardening gloves if you are concerned about potting mix (we never use ours as we love
the feel of soil in our fingers and it’s easier to make holes when planting! – hands can be
washed!!)
 Sugar cane mulch (optional)

 A collection of old planter pots of various sizes – you will need some wide, larger pots
for the base (We used both square and round pots because that us what we had in the
shed…this is about using what you have!) You will also need some smaller pots to fit
inside the larger pots to act as spacers.
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What you need to do...
 Involve the children in collecting the old pots with you (you might need to plan ahead
and ask for some family help to build your collection!). You don’t need as many as we
have – apparently we can never throw out a pot so they take up half our shed just
waiting for the perfect project 😉
 Give them a quick hose and make sure to check for any lurking spiders and other
crawlies if they have been sitting for a while.
 Ask the children to help you stack the pots into different size categories. Keep it simple
with big, small, smaller (or medium). I also like to incorporate some intentional teaching
with a few basic counting and sorting games  – sort by size, colour, shape. Count all the
large ones, the black ones, the square ones….you get the idea!

 What we are aiming to do is place the pots inside each other to create a tower but you
want to make sure you have enough soil circumference to plant into.
 When you have decided on the larger pots you will use take a few of your smaller plastic
pots (the ones that small shrubs and plants come in from the garden centre work well)
and turn them over on a stable surface. Use garden clippers to cut a rough hole in the
bottom of each pot as you see in the pictures below (this is so water can drain through to
pots below)

Garden Sensory Tower

 Choose 3 or 4 of the larger pots and think about how you want to stack them – ask for the
children’s ideas too!
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 You need to place one of these pots with the hole in bottom (to allow for drainage)
upside down inside the larger pots to act as a spacer to hold the next pot up a little
higher.
 This then allows you to fill the spaces with soil as you build your tower. You can skip this
step if you like and just place one pot on top of the other – you will just use more potting
mix.
 Use a large tub, bucket or wheelbarrow to mix some potting mix, compost and a few
spoonfuls of water crystals together to create a healthy growing environment for your
new sensory seedlings. The children usually love to help with this part.
 The water crystals are important if you live in a hot climate like we do as the growing
space is quite small in the pots so they need a little extra help retaining and drinking in
the water. They aren’t a necessity though if the budget doesn’t stretch that far…just make
sure to water every day or second day if it’s hot.

Garden Sensory Tower
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 Show the children how to use small pots or garden trowels if you have them to scoop up
the soil mixture and fill in all the spaces. If you want more space to plant in you might
choose not to place the pots at an angle like we have. By turning them like this though it
creates separate spaces for little hands to fill with different types of plants. It also helps
them to recognise the space they worked on and then look after as the plant grows. This
method works really well if you have a large group of children participating.
 When you are happy with the soil level it’s time for everyone to choose their seedlings
and get planting.
 Show the children how to make a hole in the soil deep enough to cover the roots of the
plant. Fill in the soil around the plant and then pat it down firmly so it’s not falling over
and looks happy (we call it tucking the plants in!) Why not also add some plant markers
the children have decorated to let everyone know what is growing there (you could also
add the children’s names for that section if you wanted to).
 We often cut up clean plastic milk containers into arrow shapes to push into the soil for
our plant markers. The children can decorate them with sharpies or paint. We have also
used old spoons from the op shop and just painted them then pressed the handles into
the soil. 

I suggest putting the plants up top that don’t like to be wet all the time and are more hardy as
the water will drain through the black pots you put inside the larger pots (as spacers) all the
way through to the bottom.

Garden Sensory Tower
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 Talk about how you can look after the new plant towers together and what the plants
will grow into.
 Hand out the watering cans or hoses and gently water the soil and plants. This is a good
opportunity to talk about how often to water the towers and why plants need water
more often when in pots.

Garden Sensory Tower
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Now everyone can work together to
break apart the bale of sugar can
mulch (or whatever mulch you choose
to use) and add carefully on top of the
soil and around the plants. This can
take a little bit of adult help if toddlers
are planting with you! Water lightly
once the mulch is in place and explain
why mulching helps plants retain
moisture as they grow.

We also added some smaller versions
of our worm compost towers to help
with the growth of our soil and plant
yields. A worm tower is  another fun
hands on sustainability activity to add
to your outdoor learning plan!

Garden Sensory Tower
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You really can plant anything you prefer but because I wanted to make the towers a sensory
experience to include in little spaces around the
garden I chose seedlings to suit that desired
outcome.

The aim is for your towers to really engage the
children’s senses as they brush past while playing,
watering or picking the herbs, vegetables or flowers
so make sure to think about your selection of plants
and what you feel would work best for your
environment and children.

Where you live in the world and the sort of climate
you enjoy will impact on the sort of plants you want
to add to your towers but I’ve included some of my
personal favourites below that are safe for children
to touch, smell and in most cases taste or are just
colourful and interesting to look at.

Garden Sensory Tower
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What type of sensory/edible plants can I use
when gardening with children?
Succulents – just be careful not to get the variesties with spines or spikes. There are some
lovely small and colourful succulents that children enjoy touching and they can be grown
from just a cutting so very economical too! The deep purple ones that look like flowers are
our current favourite!

Lamb’s Ear – It feels soft and velvety and little fingers will love to investigate.

Marigolds – So many wonderful bright colours and patterns to look at and compare!

Chocolate mint – Because…..it really does smell like an after dinner chocolate mint!!

Sunflowers – Use the larger varieties in bigger gardens and the dwarf varieties to brighten up
pots.

Garden Sensory Tower
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Basil – Show how to pinch the leaves and smell. Take them into the kitchen and add to
spaghetti or a pizza.

Rosemary – A glorious smell and interesting for little fingers to touch. They don’t need a lot of
water so are good for the top pot in a tower. We pick the leaves to use in playdough, cooking,
clay creations, mud kitchen fun, potion making and tied together as a natural paintbrush.

French Lavender – We use this wonderful plant in many of the same ways I mentioned above
for rosemary. I love the soft textured feel of the leaves and the scent is enticing! It’s also a
good plant for childrent to practise those cutting skills by snipping off a little each week and
creating a posy to take home or add to a bag as a natural air freshener or ‘sleep bag’ for under
the pillow.

Vegetables & Fruits – Plants like cherry tomatoes, rainbow silverbeet, purple carrots,
strawberries, corn, lettuce and peas work well in plant towers as they are easy to grow, quite
hardy and the colours and different textures interest the children, show a tangible reward for
their efforts looking after the plant and usually lead to tasting when often vegetables and
fruits are dismissed before they even hit the plate!

Garden Sensory Tower
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Garden Sensory Tower

When they have had a hand in planting and being responsible for producing the food that
ultimately ends up on the morning or afternoon tea platter they are more likely to at least try
them!

There are of course many more to choose from but these are our favourites and always tend
to do well in pots as well as stimulating the senses.

The plants grow quickly and the children will be able to start picking produce and flowers in a
few weeks. Seeing the end result of their efforts in just a short time period  is a great way of
keeping them interested in gardening and wanting to try more!
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Garden Sensory Tower

A sense of responsibility as they not only plant the ‘babies’ but also nurture and help them to
grow by completing daily jobs.

A sense of pride and increased confidence as they achieve the goal of growing their plant,
sharing with others and using the herbs, fruits and vegetables in the kitchen.

A clearer understanding of where food comes from before it gets to our plate, role of the
farmer and garden centres, the basic plant lifecycle and caring for self with healthy eating and
fresh foods.

Cause and effect – What happens if we forget to water the plants? Leave out in full sun on a
very hot day? What will the weeds do if we don’t remove them from the pots? Why are there
holes in our lettuce?

What are they learning with this project?
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Garden Sensory Tower

Creative self expression – Choosing where and what to plant. Picking out colours, shapes and
textures that interest them. Helping to arrange pots to form different sized towers.

Coordination, fine and gross motor muscle strengthening as they lift, carry, drag, scoop, pat,
squeeze, pinch, dig, build and more.

Math, science and literacy skills as they sort, fill, empty, count, pour, categorise, see how
plants grow, investigate different textures and tastes, label, identify and name plants, cook and
much more.

Problem solving, cooperation and teamwork as they follow directions, decide what section to
plant in, build the tower together, collect old pots, arrange in size groups, add smaller spacer
pots to inside of larger pots and work together to create  and look after a group project.

Environmental Responsibility – They see you reusing older materials rather than just throwing
them out and buying new ones, growing own food, using the flowers, fruits, herbs and
vegetables in many different ways and understanding the benefits and work that goes into
growing plants and why we therefore need to look after them.

A connection to nature – Projects like this give children an opportunity to actively learn more
about nature and the environment around them while having fun in a safe outdoor space.

So many possible learning outcomes from a simple gardening with children activity. Feeling
inspired to try making one of your own? I bet you don’t stop at just one!
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Easy Soapy Slime

Soapy Sensory Slime

I have used this simple recipe for soap slime
since starting in child care many (many!)
years ago and it remains one of my
favourites because you can reuse it quite a
few times if careful with storage and the
materials  are budget friendly and easy to
organise.

Try making some yourself with this easy
recipe!

What You Need
 3 cups lux flakes(or any pure soap grated)
 Around 2.5 litres of warm to hot water (you may need more or less )

 Edicol dyes or food colouring if you want to make coloured soap slime.
 Whisks or egg beaters to mix it together and froth up
 Large tub or bucket for mixing

Yep – that’s it!!

I love finding easy ways to incorporate
sensory play opportunities and this easy
soapy slime recipe is a favourite!  It’s slimy
and gooey, makes a great talking point and
is a stress buster! It’s also perfect for all
ages as it is safe for baby and toddler to
handle but still offers challenge and
excitement for older children who love their
sensory play!

 Glitter or foil stars to make sparkly slime
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Easy Soapy Slime

What you do now

When you have your soap in the bucket or tub you
want to use carefully add the hot water (use only
warm if doing this part with the children).

Mix together using the whisks or beater and then I like
to leave overnight or at least for a few hours as the
mix will go beautifully thick and this way you can tell if
you need to add more water or more flakes to get the
consistency you desire.

You can add your edicol dyes or food colouring if you want at this stage but for this batch I
kept it white and just added a little glitter and a few foil stars to make sparkly slime.  You also
don’t need to add anything at all of course!

Because it is a soap base it washes off easily when time to clean up and will keep in a covered
container for quite a while if you keep it relatively free of other matter!

Now it’s time to experiment and play! You might choose to leave it in a wide shallow tub and
add some themed pieces like animals or natural materials or you can simply tip some out on a
table and invite those little fingers to get busy squelching, pouring, fingerpainting, cooking,
drawing patterns and so much more.

Add lux flakes (or grated soap bars) to your bucket. If
you plan to use the container you mix in as a sensory
play tray then I suggest using a shallower tub so more
children can access the slime at once – the water
trough works well. I usually like to tip some out onto a
table so they can really have fun exploring and
making it a whole body experience if they want to!
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It is a wonderful sensory experience and I dare you not to want to put your own hands in there
too – a lovely stress buster for anxious children (or stressed educators!) It also smells
beautiful.

I often find the toddlers are fascinated with the stretchy, slimy texture and they love getting
their whole body into exploring this medium.

Easy Soapy Slime
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Soapy slime provides lots of opportunity to initiate conversation and descriptive language as
they play. What does it feel like? What can you smell?

Keep it simple and enjoy the play and the wonder on those faces!

Easy Soapy Slime
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If you find your slime isn’t as thick as you hoped just add some more soap flakes, mix well, and
then leave for a bit longer before bringing it out for play. It can be a bit of an experiment but
once you get it how you want it you can play over and over again.

It can be a little overwhelming for those children who are sensory sensitive, so introduce them
slowly using a small amount first and keep a bucket of water handy for washing hands as
often as they feel the need to.

Try not to force or rush them, they might need to just sit back and watch a while first before
slowly venturing in with hands.

Easy Soapy Slime
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I also provide a few tools so that those children who are sensitive to mess on their hands can
first touch the slime using a ‘tool’ and not their hand. Large paintbrushes and dishmops work
well with this thick slime. Other children will enjoy using them to create patterns and pictures
as well!

Then it’s back in to the glorious feeling of that slime on the hands for others!

Don’t you just want to go and mix a batch up so you can get your hands into it?!

Go on, get messy and have fun!

Easy Soapy Slime
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Rubber Glove Painting

Sensory Play with Glove Painting

There are many opportunities for intentional teaching moments here if you allow yourself to
join in the fun to! It is very simple to set up and requires only a few materials that I’m sure you
already have in the cupboard at home. Let’s take a look at how we played….

What You Need

 Poster or craft paints – slightly thinned a little with water – mix well.
 A large sheet of cardboard (we used some old packaging boards but you could also cut
up some cardboard boxes) Paper will not work as well as there will be quite a heavy
quantity of paint and you want the children to be able to get in there with their hands as
well and paper will rip.
 A few rubber bands

I love the benefits of providing
messy sensory play
opportunities for children in the
early years! This simple activity
was certainly a hit with the
children and it led to a whole
lot of wonderful creative self
expression not only using their
hands but also the rest of their
bodies. 

You will definitely want to do
this one outside because it
does end up rather messy but
that’s half the fun and if you
can step back and not worry

about the mess and clean up you will be rewarded with some very happy children who are
learning through their play while exploring with their sense of touch.

 A few packets of old rubber dishwashing gloves (if you need to purchase you can pick
up a packet for under 50c! at your local supermarket)

That’s it. I told you this one was simple and budget friendly!
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Rubber Glove Painting

What To Do

Find a nice area outside to lay down your cardboard sheets – I suggest somewhere close to a
hose or   bucket of water you bring out for washing hands -this is especially important for
those children that like to regularly wash their hands when they feel they are getting to messy
before coming back to play again.

 Take your gloves and half fill with your watered down poster paints (if you make it too
runny the paint will come out to quickly – you just want it thin enough that it can be
squeezed out of the holes by little hands – you might need to experiment a little
depending on the ages of the children you have in care) Decide how many colours you
want to use – it will obviously depend on how many gloves you are using!
 Use your rubber bands to secure the paint inside the gloves as shown below. At this
stage you might like to pass the gloves around and encourage the children to squish
and tell you what they feel – is it soft or hard? Squishy? Smooth?
 Take scissors or a sharp cake skewer and make a small snip or hole in each end of the
glove fingers. You can do all of them or only a few if you would prefer to extend the
length of the activity a little. If you are doing this activity with toddlers I would suggest
putting holes in all the fingers and making the paint run quickly.
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Make sure you are ready to go before
passing out the gloves because it will
get messy fast! 

I like to place the cardboard down low
so that it’s easier for younger children to
access but also because it allows the
opportunity to use their full range of
motion and give those gross and fine
motor skills a workout!

Rubber Glove Painting

Now aim for the cardboard and
squeeze!
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Toddlers and younger children will just enjoy the sensory experience of squeezing and
making colours appear on their canvas -older children will also enjoy the aspect of making
patterns and mixing colours. 

You can also prompt them to squeeze harder or softer to investigate how that affects the flow
of the paint and how it looks on their art.

Rubber Glove Painting
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Because you are using quite a big volume of paint in a short space of time you will want to
extend the activity a little by encouraging the children to continue the self expression and
sensory experience by getting those hands into the paint when the gloves become empty.

We also used the empty gloves as a painting tool to make big sweeping smudges through the
paint.

Rubber Glove Painting
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Time for some glorious colour mixing and mark making fun!

Ruby loves sensory experiences like this and decided she needed to get in there with her
whole body!  

If you don’t allow opportunities like this for sensory and creative exploration then you will
unfortunately miss out on seeing the smiles and pure joy like you see happening in the photos
below! 

Paint washes off with a hose and washing machine but experiences like this can have such a
positive effect on a child’s development. I’m not saying you need to engage in messy play
everyday but try and find ways to incorporate it as often as you can

Rubber Glove Painting
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Rubber Glove Painting

This activity also provided a fantastic opportunity to get that body moving and creating while
having fun outside. Not all painting needs to be seated at a table – sometimes you just need
to paint and create with your whole being! What’s not to love?
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 Fine Motor Fizzing Tray 

Open Ended Sensory Play
Setting up opportunities for open ended sensory and fine motor play doesn’t need to be
difficult or overly complicated. This activity is one that evolved after my own girls pulled out
the box of pebbles and gems along with a *ahem* small container of milk container lids.

I often read comments on social media telling other educators that they need to get rid of the
‘popular brand toys’, ‘plastic toys’ and pretty much everything that isn’t classed as a loose
parts, natural or open ended material. I don’t believe in this action. I love loose parts and do
prefer them but sustainable practice means that we also try to find alternate ways of using the
materials we already have to encourage more open ended play opportunities.

It’s not about throwing out what we already have and buying new expensive wooden or
‘recycled’ resources. It’s about thinking outside the box , simplifying and reusing or upcycling
where possible.

My twins at this time had a strong interest in all things cause and effect as well as Frozen dolls
(and some weird baby things that come in a ball but I can’t remember the name of them) but
they also loved their loose parts so I decided to offer some trays for them to create their own
small worlds and direct their own play.

Such a simple activity suited to an age range from 3-8 years depending on the materials you
provide. Want to give it a try? You’ll be amazed at how quick this activity is to set up!
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 Fine Motor Fizzing Tray 

What You Need
 Baking trays or flat surface tubs with a raised side.

 2-3 cups bicarb soda (this will depend on how many trays you are setting up).

 A sprinkle of epsom salts to add to the sensory exploration (optional and not needed for
the fizzing!)

 Loose parts of your choice –   we used old scoops, gems, coloured flat stones, and
plastic milk lids.

 A few bowls or cups of vinegar with food colouring mixed in (or edicol paint dye which is
what I used).

 Old medicine droppers or large turkey basters.

 Figurines, cars, dolls, animals or other small toys the children are currently interested in.
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 Fine Motor Fizzing Tray 

What To Do
This activity is so simple to setup and then you can step back and watch the play unfold in
different ways.

Add the bicarb soda to the baking trays to form a thin layer across the bottom. Leave the
loose parts and other toys easily accessible for the children to self select.

Before introducing the vinegar and droppers just allow them to explore the sensory tray with
their hands and begin arranging their own small worlds.   Ruby became very involved in
making pathways for the babies using the gems. The lids became pools , puddles at even
boats at different times throughout the play.

To extend the play and encourage investigation and experimentation add the bowls of
coloured vinegar to the table and show the children how to squeeze droppers to draw up
some of the liquid then release onto the bicarb tray.
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 Fine Motor Fizzing Tray 

As the vinegar drops onto the bicarb there will be a fizzing reaction and little eruptions. My
girls began to target where they wanted to add their ‘fizzes and colours’ – obviously younger
children will just drop the vinegar anywhere, but it will provide just as much fun. If they find
the droppers to difficult at this stage just add a few teaspoons for them to use.

You could of course use jugs and cups but in my experience the activity then finishes very
quickly and you only end up with one or two fizzing puddles and they lose interest. The
droppers and teaspoons slow down the play!
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 Fine Motor Fizzing Tray 

The milk bottle lids became spa baths with fizzy water and much more as the imagination and
play evolved.

The beauty of introducing open ended materials to experiences like this is that the children
can decide how they want to extend their own play and make decisions about how they want
to use the materials alongside the more closed or traditional items like dolls. There is room to
combine both types of resources when it comes to play.
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 Fine Motor Fizzing Tray 

These sensory trays might not look like the pretty small world setups or invitations that you
usually see – they are messy, unstructured and don’t have any sort of theme. BUT they are
unique, child led, creative, fun for little fingers and imaginations and encourage investigation
and experimentation with different sensory materials.

One little tip though – don’t forget to tip out the trays and wash everything within a few hours
like I did or you might end up with a lovely rock hard landscape like this that is VERY difficult to
clean.
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 Clay Nature Ornaments 

Simple White Clay Recipe

The recipe is so easy and you will more than likely
have the ingredients already in the cupboard – it
only takes a few minutes to cook so it’s a fantastic
activity for those days when you haven’t had a
chance to plan or prepare.

What You Need

 Rolling pins or just collect some small branches like we did to use instead.

 Cookie cutter or playdough shapes – no need to do a Christmas theme obviously!

You have to try making these easy clay nature
ornaments with the children – they were so much
fun! We usually make our own salt dough
ornaments each year for the Christmas tree but
this particular year I decided to try something
different. I also wanted to incorporate a few of
nature’s treasures. The white ‘clay’ dough literally
took less than 5 minutes to make so setup is easy
too!

 1 Cup Bicarb Soda (Baking Soda)
 3/4 Cup Warm Water (not hot).
 2/3 Cup cornflour
 Leaves, twigs, herbs, flowers from the garden (the more textured the better).

 String, cord or twine to thread through holes and hang.Straw for pressing holes (we just
used our crazy straws to add a little fun and they are easy for little hands to hold).
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 Clay Nature Ornaments 

What To Do
I like to incorporate a nature walk and collect with the children first. Pass out some buckets,
bags or baskets and take a wander around the yard, local park or other outside area and see
what interesting leaves,herbs, petals and twigs you can find. Talk about textures, colours and
smells.

When you have your collection, head back and decide together what treasures from nature
will make the best imprints in the clay or look interesting when squished inside the dough and
rolled out. Show children how to pull apart the leaves and flowers to make smaller pieces to
press into the dough.
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 Clay Nature Ornaments 

Time to make your clay while the children work on sorting out and investigating the natural
items they want to use.

1. Measure and add the bicarb and cornflour to a saucepan (I suggest non stick if you have
it!)

2. Measure the warm water and stir through the dry ingredients.

5. Now use a wooden spoon to stir the mix quickly until you see it begin to come together
like a soft cooked playdough. Don’t wait until there is no stickiness left or you will end up
with a very crumbly dough as the heat continues to cook from inside.

6. Take off the heat and cool while you set up the creative space. Place a damp washer
over the top of the dough so it doesn’t dry out and begin to form a crust.

3. Make sure to try and include the children in the 2 steps above if you can to incorporate
measurement, counting, mixing and volume!

4. Place saucepan on a medium heat and whisk gently until the mixture begins to bubble –
doesn’t take long so don’t leave unattended.
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Use the branches or rolling pins and push out (younger children can also just use hands to
press if they find that easier) until about 1.5cm thick – you don’t need to be exact on this, just
be aware that too thin and it is hard for children to peel up the shapes when cut and they are
easily broken – too thick and they take a long time to dry out in the oven.

 Clay Nature Ornaments 

Pass out smaller sections of the clay dough and show children how to knead it or squish
together in hands until it is soft and comes together ready to roll out. It should look similar to
white playdough.
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 Clay Nature Ornaments 

We decided to try making some patterns in our clay first and realised that you needed to push
them very hard into the dough. The succulent and firmer leaves worked best.
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It was also decided that they got better results if they rolled over the top using the branch
rolling pins instead of their hands. They then used different cookie cutters to make the shapes
they wanted for the ornaments.

 Clay Nature Ornaments 

Got to be honest with you though – this was more about the process of choosing the natural
item and just having fun seeing what patterns they could make because I’m not sure how they
get those fancy looking ornaments with beautiful leaf designs you see on Pinterest but it
didn’t happen for us and was way to fiddly in my opinion for children to have fun with!! This
would make a nice challenging activity for the school age children though.We evolved the
play into something a little different.
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If doing this activity with toddlers I suggest just letting them explore and experiment with the
different textures and pointing out the patterns they have made rather than trying to get a
‘perfect imprint’ to cut a shape from. This activity is meant to be a little sensory fun using
treasures from nature and creating something to share – not ending up with the perfect
ornament to hang!

So I decided to modify the original idea I had for this activity and make it a little more fun (and
also easier for little hands).

 Clay Nature Ornaments 
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We began adding all the little bits of leaf, petal, lavender and other flowers to our dough and
squishing and rolling to get it all inside the dough. Then the children pressed and rolled then
cut out their shapes.

One of my 7 year olds decided she wanted to make a ‘crosshatch’ design on hers so
requested a fork to make patterns on the surface then added leaves to finish her design.

 Clay Nature Ornaments 
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Another decided she wanted to make a ‘funny flower face’. You don’t even need to use the
shape cutters if they prefer to make their own shapes or balls. My girls went on to make
lounges, tables and food for their Barbies.
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When they are happy with their creations show the children how to gently press the straws
through the top of each shape and explain this is what we will use to thread the string through
to hang on the tree. Obviously you will need to help toddlers with this step.
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Place on an oven tray and bake in a very slow oven (100 degrees Celsius) for around 1 hour – I
turn them over half way through so both sides dry out well. Just keep an eye on them
because according to thickness and different ovens you may need yours in for a shorter or
longer time.

When dry and hard you could brush over a little PVA glue watered down (my cheat’s version
of modge podge) or even some varnish but I honestly think they are fine just the way they are.
I love the bits of nature poking through the white clay.

 Clay Nature Ornaments 
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I think they look wonderful and very unique to each child who chose their greenery and
flowers, rolled and squished, cut or moulded, imprinted, made marks or drew pictures and
patterns.

This was such a fun sensory activity that kept evolving in different ways and the children were
in awe of their creations changing from soft to hard. The older children thread a piece of string
through the holes and then they were ready to hang and admire! Some will be given as gifts.

 Clay Nature Ornaments 
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Learning Possibilities
1. Strengthening fine motor skills when kneading, rolling, cutting, pressing, squishing,

pinching, cutting.
2. Exploring math and science concepts when measuring, pouring, experimenting, creating

patterns, investigating changes from liquid to solid, soft to hard.
3. Using the senses when collecting from nature, smelling plants and flowers, touching

different textures.
4. Developing literacy and listening skills when following directions, looking at a recipe,

naming plants and flowers.

So don’t just save this activity for Christmas time – think about other ways you might use white
clay as an alternative to playdough and extend the play in different ways!
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I hope you find this resource useful – I love creating resources to support 
educators in the important work that they do! All downloads are Copyright
protected to TheEmpoweredEducator2019 Not to be distributed, 
transferred, or shared in any form.

Hi Empowered Ed!

Thanks for downloading this resource for educators. If you have any questions or
would like to request permission to share anything in this resource please email
support@theempowerededucatoronline.com

Please note the following information before using...

Personal Use Only
This document is for your own personal use. You agree that you will
not copy, reproduce, alter, modify, create derivative works, or publicly
display any content from my downloads (except for your own
personal, non-commercial use).

No Redistribution
This document is for your own personal use. You agree that you will
not copy, reproduce, alter, modify, create derivative works, or publicly
display any content from my downloads (except for your own
personal, non-commercial use).

Clipart/Images
All images used in this printable document are my owned by me with the
appropriate licences or I have gained permission to display (for non
commercial purposes only) by the original owner. All images in this
resource are therefore copyright protected to The Empowered Educator.
They cannot be reproduced or used
in whole or part, for any reason.

You May Not
Alter or sell my files. All file are for personal use only. You 
may not use my items for sale or profit, i.e. print them off, 
laminate them and sell them to others.

Enjoy your new resource!
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